SIGN LANGUAGE
Special Stages - WP
Preannouncement of a special stage (WP)
All special stages mentioned in the road book are indicated by a yellow WP
sign

Start for a special stage (WP)
Once you have passed the starting line, the co-driver monitors the set
target time of the special stage (WP) by means of stop watches until the
finish is reached.

The start of a secret special stage - SWP

Announcement finish of special stage WP „long“
Longer special stages are marked with a yellow finish flag symbol positioned
appr. 100 meters prior to the actual finish. „Surplus time“ can be reduced by
waiting prior to this sign. Once the yellow finish flag symbol is passed,
stopping is no longer allowed.

Finish (WP – special stage)
A special stage is timed (via light barrier or pressure hose) at the red
finish flag symbol. Once the participant has passed the finish line, he/she
continues without stopping.

The finish of a secret special stage - SWP

SIGN LANGUAGE
C heckpoints
Preannouncement of time check (ZK)
The driver must stop prior to this symbol in order to wait for his/her target
time. The yellow sign may be passed one minute prior to the respective
target time of the participant. Example: target time 11:23 am, admission
allowed from 11:22am on. Submission of boarding card from 11:23:00 to
11:23:59.

Time check (ZK)
Time check is located at the red clock symbol. The co-driver hands the
boarding card to the time staff at his/her individual time that can be
calculated from the entries in the boarding card.

Preannouncement of checkpoint (DK)

Checkpoint (DK)
Passing a checkpoint DK is confirmed in the boarding card with a stamp.
There is no time check at a DK

Secret Checkpoint (SDK)
A secret DK is announced only by a green symbol. At a GDK the passage is
confirmed by stamp in the boarding pass. A missing stamp of a GDK is
occupied with penalty points.

